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Abstract  :  An  Analysis  of  Students’ Errors  in  Using  Adjective
Clauses. The aim of this study is to know the students’ errors in using
adjective  clauses  at  the  third   year  students  of  SMP Mandiri.  The
method  of  this  research  was  Error  Analysis.  The  findings  of  this
research, namely the mastery of students  in using adjective clauses
was low. The average score of students  class is 50.94. Based on the
findings,  it  can  be  concluded  that  student  should  increase  their
motivation, learning styles, interest, and the teacher should pay more
attention on teaching adjective clauses. 
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METHOD OF THE STUDY
     The  method  that  is  used  in  this  study  is  analysis  descriptive  method
carried by data  that are found through library research as the base of theoretic and
field research. In field research, the writer collects and researches immediately to
the location  of research in order to find the data needed in this research. As well,
they are analyzed by quantitative and presentation. The field research is conducted
at SMP Mandiri. The writer observes some difficulties and  errors found by the
third   year  students  in  using adjective  clauses  and  analyzes them.  In   data
collecting that will  be conducted by  the  writer,  there are two methods used ,
namely written test and interview where it  is a dialog done by interviewer to get
some information from interviewee. 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
A;  Conclusion

The writer   would  like to conclude  based on the result of the study as
follows: 
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1; The mastery of third  year students in grammar especially in  using adjective
clauses was low. The average  of the form test type is  52.26% and the average
of the function test type is 44.52%. In addition, most of the students made error
on ‘whom’ with the average of error is 82.80%. On the other hand, the lowest
one is on ‘who’ with the average of error is 30.11%. Too, the average score of
students in class is 50.94.  

2; The  causes  of  students’  difficulties  in  using  adjective  clauses  came  from
internal and external factor. 

a; They could not study well because some of them are not supported by the other
english books. 

b; They can  not  understand the  difference  between native  language (L1)  with
target language (L2).

c; They do an overgeneralization to the English Grammar rule such as, In English
the relative pronouns are various (who, whom, which, that, whose). For the
students who are unaware to this rule, they will equalize the rule. 

d; They did not pay more attention to the explanation given.
e; The facilities of school are not well supported.
f; They could not study well because some of them are not supported by their

family while they are learning.
g; They could not get good score because their interest and motivation are low

along with their  types of learning is not supported. 

B.  Suggestion    
    The writer would like to present some suggestions to the English teachers
and the students themselves in order to reduce the errors in learning adjective
clauses as follows:
a; The students should pay more attention to study grammar while the teacher is

explaining.
b; The students have to practice especially in learning grammar books when they

have leisure time.
c; The students have to pay more attention to study grammar.
d; The  students  have  to  study  the  material  in  their  house  before  it  will  be

explained by the teacher in the class.
e; The teacher is better for using the media in teaching learning process in order

get the students’ interest,  motivation, and special types of learner.
f; The  facility  of  school  that  can  improve  the  students’  mastery  in  learning

especially in English should be increased.
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